Axicos AG
Carizma
Contract Life Cycle
Management

Manage B2B contracts across several departments and
locations over a long time - easily, intuitively and reliably
Challenges

Ideal Solution

Desired Outcomes

Successfully managing a portfolio of B2B
contracts is complex and requires collaboration
between many functions and sites.

The ideal system blends in with your familiar
work environment. Without much training, it
facilitates collection and delivery of relevant
information and documents, supports
collaboration and monitors due dates,
obligations and risks.

Carizma manages the entire contract lifecycle –
from first negotiations all the way to contract
expiry many years later.

“My day is complex enough; I don’t need a
new tool that forces me to perform tasks just
for reporting purposes. With Carizma, my
work got easier from the first day”

“Shortening the contracting process is truly
transformative. We can now act a quickly as
a small organization”

Significant value is at risk when contractual
obligations are missed.

“We entered a development deal with a
start-up. Some years later - our team
members had all moved on - we failed to
budget for milestone payments and missed a
report. The start-up used this to negotiate a
higher royalty.”

Further shorten timelines with electronic
signatures.

Axicos AG, Carizma
Contract Lifecycle Management

Carizma – Complexity tamed

Feature-rich

User-accepted

Microsoft-integrated

• Integrated eSignature

• Easy to use

• Template Management

• Familiar look and feel

• MS-Word templates, no plug-in
needed

• Data plausibility check

• End to end solution

• Automatic review and approval
workflows

• Reminders by E-Mails

• Sign-in with Microsoft

• Cloud, on-premise or Microsoft
Azure SaaS solution

Full-feature Contract Life Cycle Management that will be accepted by your teams

Axicos AG Carizma Contract Lifecycle Management + Microsoft
Azure

Thanks to Microsoft’s AppSource and Azure Cloud solutions, Carizma can be implemented in companies without large IT department

Solution Alignment
Safety and Hosting by Microsoft

Full Functionality by Axicos

Minimal effort to get started

With Microsoft’s state-of-the-art cloud
services, customers rest assured that the
software will always be available and their
data is safe from intruders.

Axicos built a state-of-the-art system for
contract life cycle management that will
make your employee’s life easier and your
business safer.

Your deployment of Carizma is as easy as you
want it to be. You can start small and grow
over time or provide access to the whole
company at once. If needed, Axicos can help
you integrate your pre-exisiting contracts.

